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(54) FLEXIBLE ACCESS SUBSTATION AND CONTROL METHOD THEREFOR

(57) The application discloses a flexible access sub-
station. The flexible access substation comprises N sets
of frequency conversion access systems, wherein N is
an integer greater than or equal to 1, and each of the N
sets of frequency conversion access system comprises
a first AC-DC-AC converter, a first output circuit breaker
and a first power distribution system; and the first power
distribution system comprises an AC incoming line, an
AC bus and at least one outgoing line, and an output side
of the AC-DC-AC converter is connected to one end of
the AC incoming line of the first power distribution system
by means of the first output circuit breaker. The applica-
tion also discloses a control method for the flexible ac-
cess substation, which allows a set of converters to be
simultaneously accessed to vessels in a plurality of
berths, so that a docking vessel can access a shore pow-
er in a plug-and-play manner, reducing the investment
cost of a shore power device, and improving the conven-
ience of accessing the shore power. In an interconnection
mode, mutual support between AC buses can be imple-
mented with high reliability.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The application relates to a flexible access sub-
station and a control method, and belongs to the technical
field of high-power power electronics.

Background

[0002] The shore power access technology refers to
power supply by land power rather than generators on
vessels during port calls. A shore power converter/AC-
DC-AC converter is the core of a frequency conversion
access system, and is responsible for converting a 50
HZ AC supply on shore to a 60 HZ AC supply required
by vessels by means of AC-DC-AC frequency conver-
sion. In the prior art, there is a one-to-one relationship
between shore power converters and power supply
berths.

Summary

[0003] The application introduces an architecture of a
power system substation into a shore power system, and
provides a flexible access substation and a control meth-
od thereof, enabling a one-to-many power supply mode
and improving the utilization ratio of the system and
equipment.
[0004] In order to achieve the above purpose, the ap-
plication adopts the following technical solution.
[0005] A flexible access substation comprises N sets
of frequency conversion access systems, N is an integer
greater than or equal to 1, each sets of frequency con-
version access systems comprises a first AC-DC-AC
converter, a first output circuit breaker and a first power
distribution system, and the first power distribution sys-
tem comprises an AC incoming line, an AC bus and at
least one outgoing line, wherein
[0006] An output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter
is connected to one end of the AC incoming line of the
first power distribution system by means of the first output
circuit breaker;
[0007] Another end of the AC incoming line is connect-
ed to the AC bus;
[0008] One end of each outgoing line is connected to
the AC bus, another end is connected to one end of an
outgoing circuit breaker, and another end of the outgoing
circuit breaker is led out and defined as an outgoing ter-
minal;
[0009] An input side of the first AC-DC-AC convert is
connected to a superior power grid; and
[0010] The first AC-DC-AC convert converts an input
AC to a DC, and then converts the DC to an output AC,
and the frequency and voltage of the output AC are ad-
justable.
[0011] Further, the frequency conversion access sys-
tem comprises one first AC-DC-AC converter, one output

transformer, M output circuit breakers and M first power
distribution systems, wherein a primary side of the output
transformer is connected to an output side of the first AC-
DC-AC converter, the output transformer comprises M
secondary sides, M is an integer greater than or equal
to 1, an Mth secondary side is connected to one end of
an Mth output circuit breaker, and another end of the Mth

output circuit breaker is connected to an AC incoming
line of a corresponding first power distribution system.
[0012] Further, positive and negative poles of a DC
side of the first AC-DC-AC converter are led out and con-
nected to a DC distribution network, and a DC distribution
network comprises a DC circuit breaker, a DC transform-
er, and a DC load, a power supply or a vessel.
[0013] Further, the frequency conversion access sys-
tem further comprises an energy storage unit, and the
DC side of the first AC-DC-AC converter is connected to
the energy storage unit.
[0014] Further, an input transformer is connected be-
tween the first AC-DC-AC converter and the superior
power grid.
[0015] Further, an input circuit breaker is connected
between the first AC-DC-AC converter and the superior
power grid.
[0016] Further, the outgoing terminal is connected to
a vessel, and the outgoing circuit breaker is equipped
with a synchronizing device.
[0017] Further, N is equal to 2, each of the first fre-
quency conversion access system and the second fre-
quency conversion access system comprises a second
output circuit breaker, one end of the second output cir-
cuit breaker of the first frequency conversion access sys-
tem is connected to the output side of the first AC-DC-
AC converter of the first frequency conversion access
system, and another end is connected to the AC bus of
the second frequency conversion access system; and
one end of the second output circuit breaker of the second
frequency conversion access system is connected to the
output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter of the second
frequency conversion access system, and another end
is connected to the AC bus of the first frequency conver-
sion access system.
[0018] Further, N is an integer greater than or equal to
2, the flexible access substation further comprises N-1
connection modules, and the AC buses of the N sets of
frequency conversion access systems are connected
hand in hand by means of the N-1 connection modules.
[0019] Further, the connection module comprises the
first AC-DC-AC converter of the Nth frequency conver-
sion access system, the first AC-DC-AC converter of the
Nth frequency conversion access system converts an in-
put AC to a DC and then converts the DC to an output
AC, and frequency and voltage of the input and output
AC are adjustable.
[0020] Further, the connection module comprises a
solid-state switch composed of power semiconductor de-
vices or a mechanical switch.
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The application also provides a control method of a
flexible access substation. The flexible access sub-
station comprises N sets of frequency conversion
access systems, N is an integer greater than or equal
to 2, each of the N sets of frequency conversion ac-
cess systems comprises a first AC-DC-AC convert-
er, a first output circuit breaker, a first power distri-
bution system and N-1 connection modules, the first
power distribution system comprises an AC incom-
ing line, an AC bus and at least one outgoing line,
and the AC buses of the N sets of frequency conver-
sion access systems are connected hand in hand by
means of the N-1 connection modules, wherein,

An output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter is
connected to one end of the AC incoming line of the
first power distribution system by means of the first
output circuit breaker;

Another end of the AC incoming line is connected to
the AC bus;

One end of each outgoing line is connected to the
AC bus, another end of each outgoing line is con-
nected to one end of an outgoing circuit breaker, and
another end of the outgoing circuit breaker is led out
and defined as an outgoing terminal;

An input side of the first AC-DC-AC convert is con-
nected to a superior power grid;

The first AC-DC-AC convert converts an input AC to
a DC, and then converts the DC to an output AC,
and the frequency and voltage of the output AC are
adjustable; and

The connection module comprises the first AC-DC-
AC converter of the Nth frequency conversion access
system, the first AC-DC-AC converter of the Nth fre-
quency conversion access system converts an input
AC to a DC and then converts the DC to an output
AC, and frequency and voltage of the input and out-
put AC are adjustable.

[0021] Wherein, the control method of the flexible ac-
cess substation comprises: when output of the first AC-
DC-AC converter of the Nth frequency conversion access
system is overloaded, controlling, by the AC-DC-AC con-
verter of the (N-1)th frequency conversion system and/or
the (N+1)th frequency conversion system, a power direc-
tion to flow from the AC bus of an adjacent frequency
conversion access system to an overloaded bus.

The application further provides another control
method of a flexible access substation. The flexible
access substation comprises N sets of frequency
conversion access systems, N is an integer greater
than or equal to 2, each of the N sets of frequency

conversion access systems comprises a first AC-
DC-AC converter, a first output circuit breaker, a first
power distribution system and N-1 connection mod-
ules, the first power distribution system comprises
an AC incoming line, an AC bus and at least one
outgoing line, and the AC buses of the N sets of
frequency conversion access systems are connect-
ed hand in hand by means of the N-1 connection
modules, wherein,

On output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter is
connected to one end of the AC incoming line of the
first power distribution system by means of the first
output circuit breaker;

Another end of the AC incoming line is connected to
the AC bus;

One end of each outgoing line is connected to the
AC bus, another end of each outgoing line is con-
nected to one end of an outgoing circuit breaker, and
another end of the outgoing circuit breaker is led out
and defined as an outgoing terminal;

An input side of the first AC-DC-AC convert is con-
nected to a superior power grid;

The first AC-DC-AC convert converts an input AC to
a DC, and then converts the DC to an output AC,
and the frequency and voltage of the output AC are
adjustable; and

The connection module comprises the first AC-DC-
AC converter of an Nth frequency conversion access
system, the first AC-DC-AC converter of the Nth fre-
quency conversion access system converts an input
AC to a DC and then converts the DC to an output
AC, and frequency and voltage of the input and out-
put AC are adjustable;

Wherein, the control method of the flexible access
substation comprises: when the first AC-DC-AC con-
verter of the Nth frequency conversion access sys-
tem fails, stopping output of the first AC-DC-AC con-
verter, and switching the first AC-DC-AC converters
of the (N-1)th frequency conversion system and/or
the (N+1)th frequency conversion system from power
control to voltage control to control a voltage of the
AC bus of the Nth frequency conversion access sys-
tem.

[0022] The application further provides another control
method of a flexible access substation. The flexible ac-
cess substation comprises N sets of frequency conver-
sion access systems, N is an integer greater than or equal
to 1, each of the N sets of frequency conversion access
systems comprises a first AC-DC-AC converter, a first
output circuit breaker and a first power distribution sys-
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tem, and the first power distribution system comprises
an AC incoming line, an AC bus and at least one outgoing
line, wherein,

An output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter is
connected to one end of the AC incoming line of the
first power distribution system by means of the first
output circuit breaker;

The other end of the AC incoming line is connected
to the AC bus;

One end of each outgoing line is connected to the
AC bus, another end of each outgoing line is con-
nected to one end of an outgoing circuit breaker, and
another end of the outgoing circuit breaker is led out
and defined as an outgoing terminal;

An input side of the first AC-DC-AC convert is con-
nected to a superior power grid; and

The first AC-DC-AC convert converts an input AC to
a DC, and then converts the DC to an output AC,
and the frequency and voltage of the output AC are
adjustable;

Wherein, the control method of the flexible access
substation comprises: when reverse power is detect-
ed, feeding the reverse power back to the superior
power grid by means of the first AC-DC-AC convert-
ers of the frequency conversion access systems.

[0023] The application further provides yet another
control method of a flexible access substation. The flex-
ible access substation comprises N sets of frequency
conversion access systems, N is an integer greater than
or equal to 1, each of the N sets of frequency conversion
access systems comprises a first AC-DC-AC converter,
a first output circuit breaker and a first power distribution
system, and the first power distribution system comprises
an AC incoming line, an AC bus and at least one outgoing
line, wherein,

An output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter is
connected to one end of the AC incoming line of the
first power distribution system by means of the first
output circuit breaker;

Another end of the AC incoming line is connected to
the AC bus;

One end of each outgoing line is connected to the
AC bus, another end of each outgoing line is con-
nected to one end of an outgoing circuit breaker, and
another end of the outgoing circuit breaker is led out
and defined as an outgoing terminal;

An input side of the first AC-DC-AC convert is con-

nected to a superior power grid;

The first AC-DC-AC convert converts an input AC to
a DC, and then converts the DC to an output AC,
and the frequency and voltage of the output AC are
adjustable; and

Positive and negative poles of a DC side of the first
AC-DC-AC converter are led out and connected to
a DC distribution network, and the DC distribution
network comprises a DC circuit breaker, a DC trans-
former, and a DC load, a power supply or a vessel;

[0024] Wherein. the control method of the flexible ac-
cess substation comprises: when reverse power is de-
tected, feeding the reverse power back to the superior
power grid or the DC distribution network connected to
the DC sides of the first AC-DC-AC converters by means
of the first AC-DC-AC converters of the frequency con-
version access system.

The application further provides another control
method of a flexible access substation. The flexible
access substation comprises N sets of frequency
conversion access systems, N is an integer greater
than or equal to 1, each of the N sets of frequency
conversion access systems comprises a first AC-
DC-AC converter, a first output circuit breaker and
a first power distribution system, and the first power
distribution system comprises an AC incoming line,
an AC bus and at least one outgoing line, wherein,

An output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter is
connected to one end of the AC incoming line of the
first power distribution system by means of the first
output circuit breaker;

Another end of the AC incoming line is connected to
the AC bus;

One end of each outgoing line is connected to the
AC bus, another end of each outgoing line is con-
nected to one end of an outgoing circuit breaker, and
another end of the outgoing circuit breaker is led out
and defined as an outgoing terminal;

An input side of the first AC-DC-AC convert is con-
nected to a superior power grid;

The first AC-DC-AC convert converts an input AC to
a DC, and then converts the DC to an output AC,
and the frequency and voltage of the output AC are
adjustable; and

The outgoing terminal is connected to a vessel, and
the outgoing circuit breaker is equipped with a syn-
chronizing device;
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Wherein, the control method of the flexible access
substation comprises:

Step 1, when a first vessel docks and accesses
shore power, starting the first AC-DC-AC con-
verter to electrify the AC bus, controlling the volt-
age of the AC bus to be stable, and setting output
frequency of the first AC-DC-AC converter to f1;

Step 2, completing connection between a vessel
cable and the shore outgoing terminal;

Step 3, after confirming that connection is com-
pleted, tracking power frequency of the first ves-
sel and automatically adjusting output frequency
of the first AC-DC-AC converter to f1+δf, and
detecting, by the synchronizing device corre-
sponding to the outgoing line, voltages on both
sides of the outgoing circuit breaker, wherein 8f
is frequency deviation;

Step 4, when closing conditions are met, closing
the outgoing circuit breaker, or performing syn-
chronous closing by a vessel side;

Step 5, switching a control strategy of the first
AC-DC-AC converter so that a power supply of
vessel loads is gradually switched to the first AC-
DC-AC converter;

Step 6, completing the shore power access of
the first vessel, so as to change from a power
supply loaded state before the connection to a
pure load state; and

Step 7, when other vessels dock and access the
shore power, connecting the AC bus of the fre-
quency conversion access system according to
step 2 to step 6.

[0025] Further, the step 5 comprises:

Gradually switching the power supply of the vessel
loads to the first AC-DC-AC frequency converter,
gradually reducing output of a vessel power gener-
ation system to 0 till the vessel power generation
system stops, and switching the first AC-DC-AC fre-
quency converter back to a previous control strategy
to control the voltage of the AC bus to be stable.

The application further provides another control
method of a flexible access substation. The flexible
access substation comprises two sets of frequency
conversion access systems, each of the two sets of
frequency conversion access systems comprises a
first AC-DC-AC converter, a first output circuit break-
er, a second output circuit breaker and a first power
distribution system, and the first power distribution

system comprises an AC incoming line, an AC bus
and at least one outgoing line, wherein,

An output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter is
connected to one end of the AC incoming line of the
first power distribution system by means of the first
output circuit breaker;

Another end of the AC incoming line is connected to
the AC bus;

One end of each outgoing line is connected to the
AC bus, another end of each outgoing line is con-
nected to one end of an outgoing circuit breaker, and
another end of the outgoing circuit breaker is led out
and defined as an outgoing terminal;

An input side of the first AC-DC-AC convert is con-
nected to a superior power grid;

The first AC-DC-AC convert converts an input AC to
a DC, and then converts the DC to an output AC,
and the frequency and voltage of the output AC are
adjustable;

One end of the second output circuit breaker of a
first frequency conversion access system is connect-
ed to the output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter
of the first frequency conversion access system, and
another end is connected to the AC bus of a second
frequency conversion access system; and

One end of the second output circuit breaker of the
second frequency conversion access system is con-
nected to the output side of the first AC-DC-AC con-
verter of the second frequency conversion access
system, and another end is connected to the AC bus
of the first frequency conversion access system;

[0026] Wherein, the control method of the flexible ac-
cess substation comprises:

Step 1, starting the AC-DC-AC converter of the first
frequency conversion access system, setting the
output frequency thereof to f1, starting the AC-DC-
AC converter of the second frequency conversion
access system, and setting the output frequency
thereof to f2;

Step 2, closing the first output circuit breaker of the
first frequency conversion access system to electrify
the AC bus of the first frequency conversion access
system, closing the first output circuit breaker of the
second frequency conversion access system to
electrify the AC bus of the second frequency conver-
sion access system, setting the frequency of the AC
bus of the first frequency conversion access system
to f1, and setting the frequency of the AC bus of the
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second frequency conversion access system to f2;
and

Step 3, when a vessel is accessed, identifying the
frequency f of a vessel system, closing the outgoing
circuit breaker connected to the AC bus of the first
frequency conversion access system when f is closer
to f1, and closing the outgoing circuit breaker con-
nected to the AC bus of the second frequency con-
version access system when f is closer to f2.

[0027] Further, the control method of the flexible ac-
cess substation also comprises:
Step 41, if f1 and f2 are different, when the AC-DC-AC
converter of the first frequency conversion system or the
second frequency conversion access system is over-
loaded, transferring part of energy to the overloaded bus
by means of the AC-DC-AC converter and connection
modules of the second frequency conversion system or
the first frequency conversion access system.
[0028] Further, the control method of the flexible ac-
cess substation also comprises:

Step 42, if fl and f2 are the same, when the AC-DC-
AC converter of the first frequency conversion sys-
tem or the second frequency conversion access sys-
tem fails and the bus connected to the failed system
loses power, closing the second output circuit break-
er of the second frequency conversion system or the
first frequency conversion access system, so that
the power-off bus is powered again; and

Step 5, separating the outgoing circuit breaker con-
nected to the failed bus, and closing the outgoing
circuit breaker connected to the other AC bus, so
that the power-off vessel is powered again.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0029]

Fig. 1 illustrates a first embodiment of a flexible ac-
cess substation of the present application;
Fig. 2 illustrates a second embodiment of a flexible
access substation of the present application;
Fig. 3 is illustrates a third embodiment of a flexible
access substation of the present application;
Fig. 4 illustrates a fourth embodiment of a flexible
access substation of the present application;
Fig. 5 illustrates a fifth embodiment of a flexible ac-
cess substation of the present application;
Fig. 6 illustrates a first embodiment of an AC-DC-AC
converter;
Fig. 7 illustrates a second embodiment of an AC-DC-
AC converter;
Fig. 8 illustrates an embodiment in which a connec-
tion module is a solid-state switch;
Fig. 9 illustrates an embodiment in which a connec-

tion module is a mechanical switch.

[0030] Description of reference signs: 1. frequency
conversion access system; 2. first AC-DC-AC converter;
3. input transformer; 4. output transformer; 5. first output
circuit breaker; 6. AC bus; 7. outgoing circuit breaker; 8.
synchronizing device; 9. vessel-shore connection equip-
ment; 10. connection module; 11. input circuit breaker;
12. first power distribution system; 13. second power dis-
tribution system; 14. DC circuit breaker; 15. DC trans-
former; 16. second output circuit breaker.

Detailed Description of Embodiments

[0031] The application will be further explained below
with reference to the attached drawings.
[0032] Fig. 1 illustrates a first embodiment of a flexible
access substation of the present application. The flexible
access substation comprises N sets of frequency con-
version access systems 1, wherein N is an integer greater
than or equal to 1, and each of the N sets of frequency
conversion access systems comprises a first AC-DC-AC
converter 2, a first output circuit breaker 5 and a first
power distribution system 12; the first power distribution
system comprises an AC incoming line, an AC bus 6 and
at least one outgoing line, an output side of the first AC-
DC-AC converter is connected to one end of the AC in-
coming line of the first power distribution system by
means of the first output circuit breaker, and another end
of the AC incoming line is connected to the AC bus; one
end of each outgoing line is connected to the AC bus,
another end is connected to one end of outgoing circuit
breaker, and another end of outgoing circuit breaker is
led out and defined as an outgoing terminal; an input side
of the first AC-DC-AC convert is connected to a superior
power grid; and the first AC-DC-AC convert converts an
input AC to a DC, and then converts the DC to an output
AC, and the frequency and voltage of the output AC are
adjustable. Fig. 6 illustrates a topology embodiment of a
low-voltage two-level AC-DC-AC converter, and Fig. 7
illustrates a topology embodiment of a high-voltage multi-
level AC-DC-AC converter.
[0033] As the flexible access substation provided by
the application comprises N sets of frequency conversion
access systems, N kinds of voltages with different fre-
quencies can be output according to power supply re-
quirements, so that simultaneous access of vessels with
different frequencies can be realized. However, in an
one-to-one power supply mode in the prior art, AC-DC-
AC converters need to be switched according to the fre-
quency of access to vessels. For example, there are two
frequencies required by vessels at present, 50 HZ and
60 HZ, and the existing one-to-one power supply mode
cannot realize plug-and-play or simultaneous access of
vessels with two kinds of frequencies.
[0034] As shown in Fig. 1, N=1, that is, the substation
only comprises one frequency conversion access sys-
tem.

9 10 
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[0035] An exemplary embodiment is shown in Fig. 3.
In the case that N is equal to 2, the flexible access sub-
station comprises two sets of frequency conversion ac-
cess systems, which are respectively defined as a first
frequency conversion access system and a second fre-
quency conversion access system; each of the first and
second frequency conversion access systems compris-
es a second output circuit breaker 16 respectively, one
end of the second output circuit breaker of the first fre-
quency conversion access system is connected to the
output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter of the first
frequency conversion access system, and another end
is connected to the AC bus of the second frequency con-
version access system; one end of the second output
circuit breaker of the second frequency conversion ac-
cess system is connected to the output side of the first
AC-DC-AC converter of the second frequency conver-
sion access system, and another end is connected to the
AC bus of the first frequency conversion access system;
and the outgoing terminals of the first frequency conver-
sion access system are connected to the outgoing ter-
minals of the second frequency conversion access sys-
tem in a one-to-one mode.
[0036] In an exemplary embodiment, in the case that
N is an integer greater than or equal to 2, the flexible
access substation further comprises N-1 connection
modules 10, and the AC buses of the N sets of frequency
conversion access systems are connected hand in hand
by means of the N-1 connection modules. As shown in
Fig. 2, when N=2, the AC buses of the two frequency
conversion access systems are connected by one con-
nection module.
[0037] In an exemplary embodiment, the connection
module is the second AC-DC-AC converter, the second
AC-DC-AC converter converts an input AC to a DC and
then converts the DC to an output AC, and the frequency
and voltage of the input and output AC are adjustable.
[0038] In an exemplary embodiment, the connection
module is a solid-state switch composed of power sem-
iconductor devices or a mechanical switch. Fig. 8 illus-
trates an embodiment of a solid switch composed of anti-
parallel thyristors, and Fig. 9 is illustrates embodiment of
a mechanical switch.
[0039] In an exemplary embodiment, the substation
further comprises an output transformer, M output circuit
breakers and M first power distribution systems, wherein
a primary side of the output transformer is connected to
an output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter, the output
transformer comprises M secondary sides, M is an inte-
ger greater than or equal to 1, the Mth secondary side is
connected to one end of the Mth output circuit breaker,
and another end of the Mth output circuit breaker is con-
nected to an AC incoming line of a corresponding first
power distribution system. As shown in Fig. 4, when the
substation is used in a shore power system, there are
two modes: high voltage boarding and low voltage board-
ing, M=2, and two sets of secondary windings can be
connected to high voltage and low voltage distribution

systems by means of two output circuit breakers respec-
tively.
[0040] In an exemplary embodiment, positive and neg-
ative poles of a DC side of the first AC-DC-AC converter
are led out and connected to a DC distribution network,
and the DC distribution network comprises a DC circuit
breaker, a DC transformer, and a DC load, a power sup-
ply or a vessel. As shown in Fig. 5, the DC buses of the
first AC-DC-AC converters in the two frequency conver-
sion access systems in this embodiment are led out and
connected to DC buses at both ends of the DC distribution
network, and the DC distribution network comprises a
DC circuit breaker, a DC transformer, an energy storage
unit and a photovoltaic power generation unit.
[0041] In an exemplary embodiment, the substation
further comprises an energy storage unit, and the DC
side of the first AC-DC-AC converter is connected to the
energy storage unit. In this embodiment, in the case that
the first AC-DC-AC converter is the high-voltage multi-
level AC-DC-AC converter shown in Fig. 7, the high-volt-
age multi-level AC-DC-AC converter comprises a plural-
ity of power modules, and a DC side of each power mod-
ule is connected to the energy storage unit.
[0042] In an exemplary embodiment, an input trans-
former 3 is connected between the first AC-DC-AC con-
verter and the superior power grid.
[0043] In an exemplary embodiment, an input circuit
breaker 11 is connected between the first AC-DC-AC
converter and the superior power grid.
[0044] In an exemplary embodiment, in the case that
the substation is applied to shore power access of ves-
sels, the outgoing terminal is connected to vessels, and
the outgoing terminal can be connected to vessels by
means of shore-to-vessel connection equipment 9. The
outgoing circuit breaker is also equipped with a synchro-
nizing device 8, which can detect the voltages at both
ends of the outgoing circuit breaker and realize synchro-
nous closing.
[0045] The application also correspondingly proposes
a first specific embodiment of the control method of the
flexible access substation, which comprises: in the case
that there are more than one set of frequency conversion
access system, and the output of the first AC-DC-AC
converter of one of the frequency conversion access sys-
tems is overloaded, controlling, by the second AC-DC-
AC converter, a power direction to flow from the AC bus
of an adjacent frequency conversion access system to
an overloaded bus. In the prior art, a shore power access
system features one-to-one power supply. On the one
hand, as the vessel has a large capacity range (100 kW-
16 MW), the design of shore power needs to be based
on the maximum capacity, and the power load of the ves-
sel itself fluctuates, which makes the shore power system
operate at low load for a long time, resulting in low equip-
ment utilization rate and waste of cost; and on another
hand, an access power supply of shore power comes
from an original wharf distribution system, thus requiring
capacity increase of an existing distribution system, and
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the one-to-one power supply mode requires too much
capacity of the distribution system. If there are four 10
MW shore power berths, a total capacity increase of 40
MW is demanded. The existing wharf distribution system
may be unable to meet the capacity increase demand
due to the limitation of the capacity of a superior power
grid, and expansion is needed, which increases the dif-
ficulty and cost of capacity increase and transformation.
By adopting the flexible access substation provided by
the application, the situations of low equipment utilization
rate, difficult capacity expansion and the like can be ef-
fectively avoided.
[0046] When the first AC-DC-AC converter of one of
the frequency conversion access systems fails, the out-
put of the first AC-DC-AC converter is stopped, and the
second AC-DC-AC converter is switched from power
control to voltage control to control the voltage of the AC
bus of the frequency conversion access system whose
AC-DC-AC converter fails. In the one-to-one power sup-
ply mode of the shore power access system in the prior
art, important loads of vessels are all supplied with power
by a single channel, and the power supply reliability is
low. Once the AC-DC-AC converter fails, the loads lose
power completely. By adopting the flexible access sub-
station provided by the application, power supply switch-
ing of multiple frequency conversion access systems can
be realized, so the power supply reliability is obviously
improved.
[0047] The application also correspondingly proposes
a second specific embodiment of the control method of
the flexible access substation, which comprises: when
reverse power is detected, that is, when the vessel side
transmits power to the shore side, feeding the reverse
power back to the superior power grid by means of the
first AC-DC-AC converter in the frequency conversion
access system.
[0048] The application also correspondingly proposes
a third specific embodiment of the control method of the
flexible access substation, which comprises: when re-
verse power is detected, that is, when the vessel side
transmits power to the shore side, feeding the reverse
power back to the superior power grid by means of the
first AC-DC-AC converter in the frequency conversion
access system, or to the DC distribution network con-
nected to the DC side of the first AC-DC-AC converter.
[0049] The application also correspondingly proposes
a fourth specific embodiment of the control method of the
flexible access substation. In the case that the substation
described in this application is applied to the shore power
access of vessels, the outgoing terminal is connected to
the vessels to supply power to loads including a power
supply, that is, the power supply on the vessels and ves-
sel loads. In the case that only one frequency conversion
access system is provided, the control method compris-
es:

Step 1, when a first vessel docks and accesses shore
power, starting the first AC-DC-AC converter to elec-

trify the AC bus, and controlling the voltage of the
AC bus to be stable, and setting the output frequency
of the first AC-DC-AC converter to f1;

Step 2, completing the connection between a vessel
cable and the shore outgoing terminal or shore-to-
vessel connection equipment;

Step 3, after confirming that the connection is com-
pleted, tracking the power frequency of the first ves-
sel and automatically adjusting the output frequency
of the first AC-DC-AC converter to f1+δf, and detect-
ing, by the synchronizing device corresponding to
the outgoing line, the voltages on both sides of the
outgoing circuit breaker, wherein 8f is frequency de-
viation, and in this embodiment, the frequency devi-
ation is less than 0.1 Hz, and grid connection within
the allowable frequency deviation can effectively re-
duce the impact.

Step 4, when closing conditions are met, closing the
outgoing circuit breaker, or performing synchronous
closing by a vessel side;

Step 5, switching a control strategy of the first AC-
DC-AC converter so that a power supply of vessel
loads is gradually switched to the first AC-DC-AC
converter;

Step 6, completing the shore power access of the
first vessel, so as to change from a power supply
loaded state before the connection to a pure load
state; and

Step 7, when other vessels dock and access to shore
power, connecting the AC bus of the frequency con-
version access system according to step 2 to step 6.

[0050] Specifically, the step 5 comprises: gradually
switching the power supply of the vessel loads to the first
AC-DC-AC frequency converter, gradually reducing the
output of a vessel power generation system to 0 till the
vessel power generation system stops, and switching the
first AC-DC-AC frequency converter back to a previous
control strategy to control the voltage of the AC bus to
be stable.
[0051] The application also correspondingly proposes
a fifth specific embodiment of the control method of the
flexible access substation. In the case that the substation
comprises two frequency conversion access systems,
the control method comprises:

Step 1, starting the AC-DC-AC converter of the first
frequency conversion access system, setting the
output frequency to f1, starting the AC-DC-AC con-
verter of the second frequency conversion access
system, and setting the output frequency to f2;
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Step 2, closing the first output circuit breaker of the
first frequency conversion access system to electrify
the AC bus of the first frequency conversion access
system, closing the first output circuit breaker of the
second frequency conversion access system to
electrify the AC bus of the second frequency conver-
sion access system, and setting the frequency of the
AC bus of the first frequency conversion access sys-
tem to f1 and the frequency of the AC bus of the
second frequency conversion access system to f2;
and

Step 3, when a vessel is accessed, identifying the
frequency f of a vessel system , closing the outgoing
circuit breaker connected to the AC bus of the first
frequency conversion access system when f is closer
to f1, and closing the outgoing circuit breaker con-
nected to the AC bus of the second frequency con-
version access system when f is closer to f2,

[0052] In this embodiment, f1 and f2 are 50 Hz and 60
Hz respectively, and when the vessel approaches a port,
the on/off of the outgoing circuit breaker can be deter-
mined by judging the required power frequency of the
vessel;

Step 4, if f1 and f2 are different, when the AC-DC-
AC converter of one of the frequency conversion ac-
cess systems is overloaded, transferring part of en-
ergy to the overloaded bus by means of the AC-DC-
AC converter and connection modules of another
frequency conversion access system;

Step 5, if f1 and f2 are the same, when the AC-DC-
AC converter of one of the frequency conversion ac-
cess systems fails, the bus connected to the failed
system loses power, closing the second output cir-
cuit breaker of another frequency conversion access
system, so that the power-off bus is powered again;
and

Step 6, separating the outgoing circuit breaker con-
nected to the failed bus, and closing the outgoing
circuit breaker connected to another AC bus, so that
the power-off vessel is powered again.

[0053] The application has the following beneficial ef-
fects.
[0054] According to some embodiments, the applica-
tion introduces the architecture of the power system sub-
station to the shore power system, and proposes to ar-
range the AC bus at the output side of the AC-DC-AC
converter, the AC bus is connected to multiple outgoing
lines, each outgoing line is equipped with an independent
outgoing circuit breaker, and the outgoing circuit breaker
is equipped with a synchronizing device to solve the im-
pact problem when vessels are merged to the shore pow-
er system. In the control method, it is proposed to switch

the control strategy to realize load transfer when vessels
are accessed. Before vessel access, the vessel power
system features a power supply mode of power supply
plus load. After access to the shore power system, the
vessel power system becomes a pure load, which will
not affect the access of following vessels. The method
can realize the sequential access of the following ves-
sels, which truly realizes the one-to-many power supply
of the shore power AC-DC-AC converter and the plug-
and-play access of vessels to the shore power system,
and realizes seamless switching without power failures
in the process of one-by-one access of vessels. Due to
the fluctuation of vessel loads, one AC bus corresponds
to multiple outgoing lines, which is beneficial to the im-
provement of the utilization rate of power supply capacity.
Vessel loads at various berths can share electric energy
and the converter, which reduces the equipment invest-
ment cost of the whole system.
[0055] According to some embodiments, the connec-
tion modules are arranged between the multiple sets of
frequency conversion access systems, and the connec-
tion modules can be AC-DC-AC converters or switches.
The connection modules can realize interconnection be-
tween different AC buses. In the case that the connection
modules are AC-DC-AC converters, the power flow di-
rection and magnitude of the AC-DC-AC converters can
be adjusted to balance the power output between AC
and DC buses. When one converter is overloaded, sup-
port can be obtained from other AC buses, so that the
utilization rate of converter equipment is further im-
proved. When one converter fails, the converter of the
connection module changes the control target, so that
uninterrupted power supply can be realized, and the
failed bus which loses power is powered again, thus re-
alizing fault ride-through and greatly improving the power
supply reliability of the system. The connection module
can also be a switch, which can be a solid-state switch
or a fast mechanical switch composed of power semi-
conductor devices. Based on the principle of spare power
automatic switching, when one AC bus loses power, the
fast switch is quickly closed to realize fault ride-through.
[0056] According to some embodiments, the applica-
tion also provides a solution including two sets of fre-
quency conversion access systems. The first AC-DC-AC
converters of the two frequency conversion access sys-
tems are connected to the two buses by means of the
outgoing circuit breakers respectively to form dual power
supply, and the outgoing terminals are powered by the
two buses, which greatly improves the power supply re-
liability. When one bus loses power, uninterrupted power
supply can be realized by shifting the switch. Moreover,
as there are two different frequencies for shore power
loads, that is, 50 HZ/60 HZ, the AC buses of the two
converters can be set to different frequencies. After the
frequency required by the vessel is identified, it is easy
to provide the vessel with a given frequency by shifting
the switch.
[0057] The above embodiments are only used to illus-
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trate the technical solutions of the application, but not for
limitation. Various modifications or changes made with
reference to the above embodiments are within the pro-
tection scope of the application.

Claims

1. A flexible access substation, comprising N sets of
frequency conversion access systems, N being an
integer greater than or equal to 1, each of the N sets
of frequency conversion access systems comprising
a first AC-DC-AC converter, a first output circuit
breaker and a first power distribution system, and
the first power distribution system comprising an AC
incoming line, an AC bus and at least one outgoing
line, wherein

an output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter
is connected to one end of the AC incoming line
of the first power distribution system by means
of the first output circuit breaker;
another end of the AC incoming line is connect-
ed to the AC bus;
one end of each outgoing line is connected to
the AC bus, another end of each outgoing line
is connected to one end of an outgoing circuit
breaker, and another end of the outgoing circuit
breaker is led out and defined as an outgoing
terminal;
an input side of the first AC-DC-AC convert is
connected to a superior power grid; and
the first AC-DC-AC convert converts an input
AC to a DC, and then converts the DC to an
output AC, and frequency and voltage of the out-
put AC are adjustable.

2. The flexible access substation according to claim 1,
wherein the frequency conversion access system
comprises one first AC-DC-AC converter, one output
transformer, M output circuit breakers and M first
power distribution systems, a primary side of the out-
put transformer is connected to an output side of the
first AC-DC-AC converter, the output transformer
comprises M secondary sides, M is an integer great-
er than or equal to 1, an Mth secondary side is con-
nected to one end of an Mth output circuit breaker,
and another end of the Mth output circuit breaker is
connected to an AC incoming line of a corresponding
first power distribution system.

3. The flexible access substation according to claim 1
or 2, wherein positive and negative poles of a DC
side of the first AC-DC-AC converter are led out and
connected to a DC distribution network, and the DC
distribution network comprises a DC circuit breaker,
a DC transformer, and a DC load, a power supply or
a vessel.

4. The flexible access substation according to any one
of claims 1-3, wherein the frequency conversion ac-
cess system further comprises an energy storage
unit, and a DC side of the first AC-DC-AC converter
is connected to the energy storage unit.

5. The flexible access substation according to any one
of claims 1-4, wherein an input transformer is con-
nected between the first AC-DC-AC converter and
the superior power grid.

6. The flexible access substation according to any one
of claims 1-5, wherein an input circuit breaker is con-
nected between the first AC-DC-AC converter and
the superior power grid.

7. The flexible access substation according to any one
of claims 1-6, wherein the outgoing terminal is con-
nected to a vessel, and the outgoing circuit breaker
is equipped with a synchronizing device.

8. The flexible access substation according to any one
of claims 1-7, wherein N is equal to 2, each of the
first frequency conversion access system and the
second frequency conversion access system com-
prises a second output circuit breaker, the second
output circuit breaker of the first frequency conver-
sion access system has one end connected to the
output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter of the
first frequency conversion access system and an-
other end connected to the AC bus of the second
frequency conversion access system; and the sec-
ond output circuit breaker of the second frequency
conversion access system has one end connected
to the output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter of
the second frequency conversion access system
and another end connected to the AC bus of the first
frequency conversion access system.

9. The flexible access substation according to any one
of claims 1-7, wherein N is an integer greater than
or equal to 2, the flexible access substation further
comprises N-1 connection modules, and the AC bus-
es of the N sets of frequency conversion access sys-
tems are connected hand in hand by means of the
N-1 connection modules.

10. The flexible access substation according to claim 9,
wherein the connection module comprises the first
AC-DC-AC converter of an Nth frequency conversion
access system, the first AC-DC-AC converter of the
Nth frequency conversion access system converts
an input AC to a DC and then converts the DC to an
output AC, and frequency and voltage of the input
and output AC are adjustable.

11. The flexible access substation according to claim 9,
wherein the connection module comprises a solid-
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state switch composed of power semiconductor de-
vices or a mechanical switch.

12. A control method of a flexible access substation, the
flexible access substation comprising N sets of fre-
quency conversion access systems, N being an in-
teger greater than or equal to 2, each of the N sets
of frequency conversion access systems comprising
a first AC-DC-AC converter, a first output circuit
breaker, a first power distribution system and N-1
connection modules, the first power distribution sys-
tem comprising an AC incoming line, an AC bus and
at least one outgoing line, and the AC buses of the
N sets of frequency conversion access systems be-
ing connected hand in hand by means of the N-1
connection modules, wherein

an output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter
is connected to one end of the AC incoming line
of the first power distribution system by means
of the first output circuit breaker;
another end of the AC incoming line is connect-
ed to the AC bus;
one end of each outgoing line is connected to
the AC bus, another end of each outgoing line
is connected to one end of an outgoing circuit
breaker, and another end of the outgoing circuit
breaker is led out and defined as an outgoing
terminal;
an input side of the first AC-DC-AC convert is
connected to a superior power grid;
the first AC-DC-AC convert converts an input
AC to a DC, and then converts the DC to an
output AC, and frequency and voltage of the out-
put AC are adjustable;
the connection module comprises the first AC-
DC-AC converter of an Nth frequency conver-
sion access system, the first AC-DC-AC con-
verter of the Nth frequency conversion access
system converts an input AC to a DC and then
converts the DC to an output AC, and frequency
and voltage of the input and output AC are ad-
justable; and
wherein the control method of the flexible access
substation comprises:
when output of the first AC-DC-AC converter of
the Nth frequency conversion access system is
overloaded, controlling, by the AC-DC-AC con-
verters of the (N-1)th frequency conversion sys-
tem and/or the (N+1)th frequency conversion
system, a power direction to flow from the AC
bus of an adjacent frequency conversion access
system to an overloaded bus.

13. A control method of a flexible access substation, the
flexible access substation comprising N sets of fre-
quency conversion access systems, N being an in-
teger greater than or equal to 2, each of the N sets

of frequency conversion access systems comprising
a first AC-DC-AC converter, a first output circuit
breaker, a first power distribution system and N-1
connection modules, the first power distribution sys-
tem comprising an AC incoming line, an AC bus and
at least one outgoing line, and the AC buses of the
N sets of frequency conversion access systems be-
ing connected hand in hand by means of the N-1
connection modules, wherein

an output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter
is connected to one end of the AC incoming line
of the first power distribution system by means
of the first output circuit breaker;
another end of the AC incoming line is connect-
ed to the AC bus;
one end of each outgoing line is connected to
the AC bus, another end of each outgoing line
is connected to one end of an outgoing circuit
breaker, and another end of the outgoing circuit
breaker is led out and defined as an outgoing
terminal;
an input side of the first AC-DC-AC convert is
connected to a superior power grid;
the first AC-DC-AC convert converts an input
AC to a DC, and then converts the DC to an
output AC, and frequency and voltage of the out-
put AC are adjustable;
the connection module comprises the first AC-
DC-AC converter of an Nth frequency conver-
sion access system, the first AC-DC-AC con-
verter of the Nth frequency conversion access
system converts an input AC to a DC and then
converts the DC to an output AC, and frequency
and voltage of the input and output AC are ad-
justable; and
wherein the control method of the flexible access
substation comprises:
when the first AC-DC-AC converter of the Nth

frequency conversion access system fails, stop-
ping output of the first AC-DC-AC converter, and
switching the first AC-DC-AC converters of the
(N-1)th frequency conversion system and/or the
(N+1)th frequency conversion system from pow-
er control to voltage control to control a voltage
of the AC bus of the Nth frequency conversion
access system.

14. A control method of a flexible access substation, the
flexible access substation comprising N sets of fre-
quency conversion access systems, N being an in-
teger greater than or equal to 1, each of the N sets
of frequency conversion access systems comprising
a first AC-DC-AC converter, a first output circuit
breaker and a first power distribution system, and
the first power distribution system comprising an AC
incoming line, an AC bus and at least one outgoing
line, wherein
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an output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter
is connected to one end of the AC incoming line
of the first power distribution system by means
of the first output circuit breaker;
another end of the AC incoming line is connect-
ed to the AC bus;
one end of each outgoing line is connected to
the AC bus, another end of each outgoing line
is connected to one end of an outgoing circuit
breaker, and another end of the outgoing circuit
breaker is led out and defined as an outgoing
terminal;
an input side of the first AC-DC-AC convert is
connected to a superior power grid;
the first AC-DC-AC convert converts an input
AC to a DC, and then converts the DC to an
output AC, and frequency and voltage of the out-
put AC are adjustable; and
wherein the control method of the flexible access
substation comprises:
when reverse power is detected, feeding the re-
verse power back to the superior power grid by
means of the first AC-DC-AC converters of the
frequency conversion access systems.

15. A control method of a flexible access substation, the
flexible access substation comprising N sets of fre-
quency conversion access systems, N being an in-
teger greater than or equal to 1, each of the N sets
frequency conversion access systems comprising a
first AC-DC-AC converter, a first output circuit break-
er and a first power distribution system, and the first
power distribution system comprising an AC incom-
ing line, an AC bus and at least one outgoing line,
wherein

an output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter
is connected to one end of the AC incoming line
of the first power distribution system by means
of the first output circuit breaker;
another end of the AC incoming line is connect-
ed to the AC bus;
one end of each outgoing line is connected to
the AC bus, another end of each outgoing line
is connected to one end of an outgoing circuit
breaker, and another end of the outgoing circuit
breaker is led out and defined as an outgoing
terminal;
an input side of the first AC-DC-AC convert is
connected to a superior power grid;
the first AC-DC-AC convert converts an input
AC to a DC, and then converts the DC to an
output AC, and frequency and voltage of the out-
put AC are adjustable;
positive and negative poles of a DC side of the
first AC-DC-AC converter are led out and con-
nected to a DC distribution network, and the DC
distribution network comprises a DC circuit

breaker, a DC transformer, and a DC load, a
power supply or a vessel; and
wherein the control method of the flexible access
substation comprises:
when reverse power is detected, feeding the re-
verse power back to the superior power grid or
the DC distribution network connected to the DC
sides of the first AC-DC-AC converters by
means of the first AC-DC-AC converters of the
frequency conversion access systems.

16. A control method of a flexible access substation, the
flexible access substation comprising N sets of fre-
quency conversion access systems, N being an in-
teger greater than or equal to 1, each of the N sets
of frequency conversion access systems comprising
a first AC-DC-AC converter, a first output circuit
breaker and a first power distribution system, and
the first power distribution system comprising an AC
incoming line, an AC bus and at least one outgoing
line, wherein

an output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter
is connected to one end of the AC incoming line
of the first power distribution system by means
of the first output circuit breaker;
another end of the AC incoming line is connect-
ed to the AC bus;
one end of each outgoing line is connected to
the AC bus, another end of each outgoing line
is connected to one end of an outgoing circuit
breaker, and another end of the outgoing circuit
breaker is led out and defined as an outgoing
terminal;
an input side of the first AC-DC-AC convert is
connected to a superior power grid;
the first AC-DC-AC convert converts an input
AC to a DC, and then converts the DC to an
output AC, and frequency and voltage of the out-
put AC are adjustable;
the outgoing terminal is connected to a vessel,
and the outgoing circuit breaker is equipped with
a synchronizing device; and
wherein the control method of the flexible access
substation comprises:

step 1, when a first vessel docks and ac-
cesses shore power, starting the first AC-
DC-AC converter to electrify the AC bus,
controlling voltage of the AC bus to be sta-
ble, and setting output frequency of the first
AC-DC-AC converter to f1;
step 2, completing connection between a
vessel cable and the shore outgoing termi-
nal;
step 3, after confirming that connection is
completed, tracking power frequency of the
first vessel and automatically adjusting out-
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put frequency of the first AC-DC-AC con-
verter to f1+δf, and detecting, by the syn-
chronizing device corresponding to the out-
going line, voltages on both sides of the out-
going circuit breaker, wherein δf is frequen-
cy deviation;
step 4, when closing conditions are met,
closing the outgoing circuit breaker, or per-
forming synchronous closing by a vessel
side;
step 5, switching a control strategy of the
first AC-DC-AC converter so that a power
supply of vessel loads is gradually switched
to the first AC-DC-AC converter;
step 6, completing the shore power connec-
tion of the first vessel, so as to change from
a power supply loaded state before the con-
nection to a pure load state; and
step 7, when other vessels dock and access
to shore power, connecting the AC bus of
the frequency conversion access system
according to step 2 to step 6.

17. The control method of the flexible access substation
according to claim 16, wherein the step 5 comprises:
gradually switching the power supply of the vessel
loads to the first AC-DC-AC frequency converter,
gradually reducing output of a vessel power gener-
ation system to 0 till the vessel power generation
system stops, and switching the first AC-DC-AC fre-
quency converter back to a previous control strategy
to control the voltage of the AC bus to be stable.

18. A control method of a flexible access substation, the
flexible access substation comprising two sets of fre-
quency conversion access systems, each of the two
sets of frequency conversion access systems com-
prising a first AC-DC-AC converter, a first output cir-
cuit breaker, a second output circuit breaker and a
first power distribution system, and the first power
distribution system comprising an AC incoming line,
an AC bus and at least one outgoing line, wherein

an output side of the first AC-DC-AC converter
is connected to one end of the AC incoming line
of the first power distribution system by means
of the first output circuit breaker;
another end of the AC incoming line is connect-
ed to the AC bus;
one end of each outgoing line is connected to
the AC bus, another end of each outgoing line
is connected to one end of an outgoing circuit
breaker, and another end of the outgoing circuit
breaker is led out and defined as an outgoing
terminal;
an input side of the first AC-DC-AC convert is
connected to a superior power grid;
the first AC-DC-AC convert converts an input

AC to a DC, and then converts the DC to an
output AC, and frequency and voltage of the out-
put AC are adjustable;
the second output circuit breaker of a first fre-
quency conversion access system has one end
connected to the output side of the first AC-DC-
AC converter of the first frequency conversion
access system and another end connected to
the AC bus of a second frequency conversion
access system;
the second output circuit breaker of the second
frequency conversion access system has one
end connected to the output side of the first AC-
DC-AC converter of the second frequency con-
version access system and another end con-
nected to the AC bus of the first frequency con-
version access system; and
wherein the control method of the flexible access
substation comprises:

step 1, starting the AC-DC-AC converter of
the first frequency conversion access sys-
tem, setting the output frequency thereof to
f1, starting the AC-DC-AC converter of the
second frequency conversion access sys-
tem, and setting the output frequency there-
of to f2;
step 2, closing the first output circuit breaker
of the first frequency conversion access
system to electrify the AC bus of the first
frequency conversion access system, clos-
ing the first output circuit breaker of the sec-
ond frequency conversion access system
to electrify the AC bus of the second fre-
quency conversion access system, setting
the frequency of the AC bus of the first fre-
quency conversion access system to f1,
and setting the frequency of the AC bus of
the second frequency conversion access
system to f2; and
step 3, when a vessel is accessed, identi-
fying a frequency f of a vessel system, clos-
ing the outgoing circuit breaker connected
to the AC bus of the first frequency conver-
sion access system when f is closer to f1,
and closing the outgoing circuit breaker
connected to the AC bus of the second fre-
quency conversion access system when f
is closer to f2.

19. The control method of the flexible access substation
according to claim 18, wherein the control method
further comprises:
step 41, if f1 and f2 are different, when the AC-DC-
AC converter of the first frequency conversion sys-
tem or the second frequency conversion access sys-
tem is overloaded, transferring part of energy to the
overloaded bus by means of the AC-DC-AC convert-
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er and connection modules of the second frequency
conversion system or the first frequency conversion
access system.

20. The control method of the flexible access substation
according to claim 18, wherein the control method
further comprises:

step 42, if f1 and f2 are the same, when the AC-
DC-AC converter of the first frequency conver-
sion system or the second frequency conversion
access system fails and the bus connected to
the failed system loses power, closing the sec-
ond output circuit breaker of the second frequen-
cy conversion system or the first frequency con-
version access system, so that the power-off bus
is powered again; and
step 5, separating the outgoing circuit breaker
connected to the failed bus, and closing the out-
going circuit breaker connected to another AC
bus, so that the power-off vessel is powered
again.
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